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Abstract. Experts rely on fraud detection and decision support systems
to analyze fraud cases, a growing problem in digital retailing and bank-
ing. With the advent of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for decision support,
those experts face the black-box problem and lack trust in AI predictions
for fraud. Such an issue has been tackled by employing Explainable AI
(XAI) to provide experts with explained AI predictions through vari-
ous explanation methods. However, fraud detection studies supported
by XAI lack a user-centric perspective and discussion on how princi-
ples are deployed, both important requirements for experts to choose an
appropriate explanation method. On the other hand, recent research in
Information Systems (IS) and Human-Computer Interaction highlights
the need for understanding user requirements to develop tailored design
principles for decision support systems. In this research, we adopt a de-
sign science research methodology and IS theoretical lens to develop and
evaluate design principles, which align fraud expert’s tasks with explana-
tion methods for Explainable AI decision support. We evaluate the utility
of these principles using an information quality framework to interview
experts in banking fraud, plus a simulation. The results show that the
principles are an useful tool for designing decision support systems for
fraud detection with embedded user-centric Explainable AI.
Keywords: Explainable AI · Fraud Detection · Decision Support Sys-
tems · Artificial Intelligence · Design Principles · HCI · Human-AI Inter-
action · Human-Centered AI.
1 Introduction
Digital platforms are convenient for customers in online retail and banking as
they allow quick transactions and a choice between multiple E-commerce and
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offline channels [8]. However, the convenience is followed by increased fraud cases
[30, 33]. Companies increasingly use Artificial Intelligence for decision support
and fraud detection systems to automatically classify and alert experts of cases
where revision is needed. However, fraud experts are not knowledgeable about
AI’s inner workings and face the black-box problem [35].
Ideally, fraud experts should be able to trust AI partners in such scenarios, as
due to the complexity of their work, if decisions those experts make are wrong,
this might cause harm and financial loss for institutions and customers [62]. In-
deed, trust in AI is recognized as essential by agencies in Europe and worldwide,
which develop guidelines for trustworthy and responsible AI for businesses and
society [20]. In the meantime, Explainable AI (XAI) research was developed to
optimize a diversity of explanation methods (EM) and to enable user’s under-
standing of AI predictions for decision support [2].
Concerning fraud detection specifically, previous studies supported by XAI
provide experts with explanations [12], but a user-centric perspective is lacking.
Requirements are not elucidated before the deployment of explanations, and
they also lack prescriptive principles for the alignment between EM and fraud
experts requirements [3, 61]. Therefore, this can cause the lack of trust from
fraud experts in AI predictions [11]. Since XAI research has a major focus on
optimizing EM and AI models, and previous XAI studies for fraud lack a user-
centric perspective, in this work, we develop design principles (DP) to prescribe
the alignment of fraud expert’s tasks to EM for enabling Explainable AI decision
support (XAIDSS) in fraud detection. We adopt an Information Systems (IS)
lens and follow a design science research methodology to develop and evaluate
DP through multiple iterations with fraud experts. We evaluate the utility of
our principles through an information quality framework with experts in banking
fraud via interviews and also via a simulation on a real transaction fraud dataset.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the theoretical foun-
dation and related work; Section 3 highlights the research methodology; Section
4 depicts the developed design principles as the core contribution of this study;
Section 5 provides the evaluation design and results for design principles; Section
6 discusses results and implications followed by Section 7 with conclusions.
2 Theoretical Foundation and Related Work
Shopping transactions via digital retail platforms are constantly increasing [10],
which opens opportunities for fraudsters to act. This work focuses on transaction
fraud cases, which occur when a customer card or online account balance is used
without a customer’s consent to perform a transaction, for instance, in retail or
via bank transfers[68, 45]. In order to review and make decisions on fraud cases
classified by AI models, experts rely on fraud detection and decision support
systems [14].
Explainable AI research applies and develops a diversity of explanation meth-
ods to explain AI predictions in particular applications [4]. There is no consensus
on how to classify those methods. Currently, well-regarded surveys classify EM
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based on their dimensions of scope (local and global explanations), target (to
explain the data, model, or features), and explanation type [67, 5, 18, 4, 2, 38, 54,
39, 41]. Therefore, each method provides the users with an explanation type for
decision support, and it analyses particular aspects of AI predictions and mod-
els. Recent research in XAI advocates for the importance of user-centric XAI,
relying on Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and interdisciplinary social sci-
ences [1]. The researchers focus on the design of EM following user requirements
to enhance decision support and trust in AI [58].
Design principles are well researched in Information Systems and HCI dis-
ciplines. They enable prescriptive knowledge on establishing and designing de-
cision support systems to aid user practices [52, 15, 53]. Design principles have
also been developed to guide the design of user interactions with AI, support
explanatory data analysis, and debugging AI models [6, 65]. Indeed, [19] high-
lights the need for the development of principles for informed predictions and
interactions between users and AI predictions, which can then be mitigated with
HCI research support.
Previous studies employing XAI and EM for fraud detection explore the ef-
fects and performance of explanations in fraud expert’s work. In [31], authors
provide a service architecture for security experts with explanations, aiming to
introduce more context for the outlier score given anomalous records of net-
work flows. In [12], authors provide experts with Shapley Additive Explanations
(SHAP) [34] for why particular warranty claims are marked as anomalies by a
machine learning (ML) model. In [61], the authors also work with SHAP expla-
nations for fraud cases, and they observe through experiments that explanations
positively impact the decision-making for fraud alerts. The same authors in [60]
go further and develop case-based explanations with visualizations for similar
fraudulent cases in banking. In [7] authors develop an EM to explain the im-
portance of current and past events and features on sequential data, enabling
experts with a temporal perspective on explanations for recurrent ML models
such as RNNs and LSTMs [25]. They evaluate their model through experiments
and simulations regarding the relevance of features, events, and efficiency for pro-
viding explanations that can support debugging AI models for fraud detection.
In [26], authors evaluate popular EM and tools focusing on feature importance
explanations and their impact on user’s accuracy and time to make decisions.
However, the assessment of user requirements and exploration of different expla-
nation types are left for future studies.
Existing literature employing EM in fraud detection has not tackled fraud
expert’s requirements, making it challenging to align explanations and these re-
quirements to establish trustworthy XAIDSS. Furthermore, as used by IS, AI,
and HCI studies, design principles are lacking in fraud scenarios for providing
prescriptive knowledge on how to deploy explanations for fraud expert’s deci-
sion support with XAI. This study aims to address this gap by developing and
evaluating principles for user-centric XAI and enable XAIDSS in fraud detection.
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3 Research Methodology
We follow design science research (DSR) [42], an IS research methodology focused
on interactive developing and evaluating artefacts for solving a practitioner’s
problem and bringing research contributions. We start by identifying the research
problem through a literature review presented in the theoretical background
section and discussions with experts in fraud detection within a European bank.
We identify the problem of fraud experts’ lack of trust towards AI predictions due
to insufficient alignment between their tasks and explanations to review fraud
cases. The next step is to establish the research objective, which is to align
expert’s tasks to explanations according to their needs for XAIDSS. Adopting
HCI and IS theoretical lenses, this study develops an artefact, a set of design
principles to guide such alignment.
For the design and development phase of design science research, we first
need to establish the kernel theory governing the artefact development process
for solving the identified problem [22, 56]. Given the poor alignment between
fraud expert’s tasks and explanations for XAIDSS, our problem relates to an
expert’s decision-making process when reviewing fraud cases. We then establish
the kernel theory to develop the artefact based on two main sets of constructs:
1) fraud expert tasks and 2) design features revealing meta-design principles of
EM, which facilitate experts to perform their tasks. Those constructs compose
the design knowledge to develop our principles.
Regarding the first set of constructs for artefact development, we rely on our
previous study results to elicit 13 fraud expert’s tasks when analyzing suspi-
cious fraud cases [51]. In the referred study, we adopt expert interviews with a
scenario-based method, and a systematic literature review [11]. Scenario-based
elicitation facilitates an HCI and problem-centered perspective to identify stake-
holder requirements, goals, tasks and knowledge to develop decision support
systems [64]. In the current study, and guided by [51], we extend the previous
work by grouping the tasks into requirements. Those requirements should reflect
experts’ actions and goals when analyzing fraud cases supported by a decision
support system. For instance, experts compare, cluster and contrast cases, so
those tasks are grouped within a requirement established as similarity and pre-
vious pattern matching. We employ the tasks and requirements in our design
principles.
In relation to the second set of constructs for artefact development, we per-
form a systematic literature review following [59] to identify design features
of EM, which enable fraud experts to perform their tasks and understand AI
predictions. Those features help identify meta-design principles, which are post-
instantiated principles found on a class of artefacts [57, 13]. In our case, the class
of artefacts is an EM within the XAI literature. Then, we start defining the main
research question as ”What are the design features and meta-design principles of
explanation methods for their user’s decision support?”. To answer the research
question through relevant literature, we define a search query as ”(”explainable
ai” OR ”explainable artificial intelligence” OR ”interpretable machine learn-
ing”)” and query the databases of Scopus, ACM Digital Library, IEEEXplore,
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Science Direct, Springer Link, and arXiv. The database search is performed un-
til July 2020. We obtain 2507 studies and read their abstract, introduction and
conclusion to select papers that discuss explanation methods. That process gives
372 papers, which are thoroughly read following inclusion and exclusion criteria
4. We then obtain 140 papers, for which backward and forward search gives us
additional 51 papers. We also include papers from scientific events focused on
XAI research following our inclusion criteria and extending our coverage, which
adds 43 papers to our pool. Therefore, the total of selected papers was 177.
Those are analyzed to extracting design features of explanation methods. The
complete data for our systematic literature review is available externally5.
To analyze the systematic literature review results and elicit design features
of EM, we adopt a classification for explanations following our theoretical foun-
dation [67, 5, 18, 4, 2, 38, 54, 39, 41]. Given that our DP should align EM to fraud
experts tasks to establish XAIDSS, this foundation guides our elicitation of EM
design features. Therefore, we focus our analysis on every paper selected based
on how the EM employed enables decision support based on the scope, target,
and explanation type they provide. We adopt a Concept Centric Matrix [28]
to structure the findings and design features of EM from every selected paper.
Finally, we establish the DP reflecting the instantiated meta-design principles
and design features aligned to fraud expert’s tasks.
In the first iteration of our design science research, the design principles are
discussed with fraud experts in one major bank and our project partner. We ask
the experts about their perceptions regarding the principle’s correctness, under-
standability, and comprehensibility according to their tasks and requirements for
analyzing fraud cases. From that iteration, we obtain issues with the terminol-
ogy adopted to describe each principle, which is deemed ambiguous to describe
requirements and their grouping towards design features of EM. After analyzing
our kernel knowledge and references discussing templates for DP development,
we incorporate the guidelines with the anatomy of DP by [23] bringing prin-
ciple’s aim, implementer, context, mechanism, and rationale based on expert’s
requirements. The authors developed a systematic template for clear delivery
of DP based on rigorous analysis of IS literature, including the development of
intelligent decision support systems, which all relate to our context. The next
round of iterations was focused on evaluating the tasks, requirements, design
features, and DP presented in Section 4.
4 Inclusion criteria (IC) for papers: IC1-”Paper focuses on providing explanation meth-
ods for supporting understanding of AI predictions or user decision-making in user
experiments”; IC2-”Paper presents explanation methods that possess an interface
for providing explanations as outputs”; IC3-”Paper focuses on discussing classifica-
tions or types of explanation methods”. The exclusion criteria (EC) is elaborated
as: EC1-”Paper is not written in English”; EC2-”Paper is not a journal, conference,
workshop article, or Ph.D. thesis”; EC3-”The paper is not fully available”.
5 https://github.com/dougcirqueira/hcii-design-principles-user-centric-explainable-
ai-fraud-detection/tree/main/resources/systematic literature review
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4 Design Principles
Figure 1 presents developed design principles from our study. It starts with the
13 fraud expert’s tasks when analyzing fraud cases (T1 - T13). Those tasks
are grouped, and 7 requirements are established (R1 - R7), as described in our
methodology in Section 3. Table 1 presents the descriptions for requirements.





To provide predicted fraud cases based on a probability ranking, and
the limitations for classifying cases based on the current AI model





To provide similar and dissimilar classified fraud cases to enable




To provide interactivity and enable experts with a dynamic view on
data and detail when comparing fraud cases or investigating the impact
of attributes on predictions
T4, T7, T13 R4: Relationships





To provide the importance of attributes used by the AI model for
classifying fraud cases
T10, T11 R6: Inference Path
To provide the reasoning process of the AI model for classifying




To provide the impact of attributes used by the AI model on specific
classifications given to suspicious fraud cases
The fraud expert’s tasks and requirements are aligned with the 8 design fea-
tures extracted from existing explanation methods (DF1 - DF8). Table 2 presents
the descriptions for each design feature. According to the explanation scope, tar-
get, and type, the dimensions of EM are also highlighted within the description
of each design feature. Those design features reveal meta-design principles of
EM, from which we derive the five design principles (DP1 - DP5) developed for
user-centric XAIDSS in fraud detection.
Therefore, our design principles aim to provide utility and information qual-
ity to fraud experts and researchers in XAI to clearly understand how to set
up explanation methods for decision support in fraud detection. Each principle
highlights the users, aim, mechanism, and rationale for supporting experts with
explanations to understand AI predictions for fraud. We focus on the alignment
between explanations and expert’s tasks and requirements. Section 5 presents
the evaluation of our principles regarding the achievement of the goal established
in this study.
5 Evaluation and Results
5.1 Evaluation and Experiment Design
We conduct a naturalistic ex-ante evaluation to assess the extent to which our
design principles attend the utility and quality requirements established at the
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Fig. 1. Design Principles for user-centric XAI in fraud detection
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The inclusion of prediction probabilities and information on the efficiency of AI may give the
user with an explicit visualization of the AI model confidence, and attend R1.
DF2: Cases Mistaking
Predictions
Explanations containing local (scope) cases (target) which deceive the AI model predictions,
such as those provided by adversarial explanation methods (type). These explanations may
support the understanding of weaknesses of AI models and attend to R1.
DF3: Representative
Cases and Predictions
Explanations containing local (scope) similar cases (target) to a current prediction, such as
those provided by prototypes as explanation methods (type). These explanations may
help the comparison between cases by an expert and attend R2 and R3.
DF4: Dissimilar Cases
and Predictions
Explanations containing local (scope) dissimilar cases (target) to a current prediction, such as
those provided by criticisms as explanation methods (type). These explanations may support
the contrast between true positives and outliers, which can attend R2 and R3.
DF5: Data Features
Affecting Predictions
Explanations containing global (scope) data features (target) considered important by the AI
for learning and predicting classes, such as those provided by Feature Importance (type). These
explanations may help experts in understanding what data features deserve more attention




Explanations containing global and local (scope) changes on values of data features (target)
which can switch the AI model prediction for a case (type), such as those provided by
Counterfactual explanation methods. These explanations help in visualizing needed changes




Explanations containing rules in natural language for global predictions (scope) which possess
data feature values (target) and their combinations for AI model predictions,
such as those provided by rule-based explanations and Decision Trees (type). These




Explanations containing local (scope) data features (target) that impact the AI model
predictions for a given class, such as those provided by Feature Impact methods (type). These
explanations may enable the user with understanding the important features that impact local
cases towards being true positives for the target class and attend to R3, R4 and R7
start of the project [42]. The ex-ante evaluation aims to assess the partial design
of artefacts before their deployment in real settings. We interviewed three fraud
experts (minimum of 3 years of experience) within a bank partner. To struc-
ture the evaluation, we adopt the utility and information quality framework of
[24]. Those authors there provided a practical framework with semiotic-based
pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic levels to establish evaluation criteria for the
information quality of DSR artefacts. The framework is suitable for complex
design environments, which matches our study context of aligning diverse expla-
nation methods to user requirements for XAIDSS in fraud detection.
To perform an evaluation following [24] framework, we employ a problem-
centered interview method [63], which is an approach ratified for ex-ante eval-
uation in DSR studies [55]. We interviewed each expert for one hour on the
matters on how they perceive the correctness of DP’s terminology matching
their experience and knowledge based on syntactic quality (adequacy, accessibil-
ity, consistency), semantic quality (unambiguity, preciseness, understandability,
interpretability, and accuracy), and the principle’s instantiation helping in every-
day work. We also encourage experts to provide reasons for their views and enrich
our qualitative data collection. We aim to understand their stressing points and
issues worthy of further investigation. Our evaluation strategy matches current
research assessing the utility and impact of DP [36]. To structure the feedback
collected, we also allow experts to provide their answers based on objective cri-
teria following a Likert scale from extremely unlikely to likely.
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We also perform a simulation to evaluate the quality of design principles
based on their instantiation. We instantiate the principles by developing an in-
terface mockup to implement explanation methods that reflect the design fea-
tures within our principles, illustrated in Figure 2. The mockup instantiates
DP1 by showing the AI confidence after the training and testing phases (DP1).
It instantiates DP3 and DP5 by presenting the EM of Local Feature Importance
(LFI), Global Feature Importance (GFI), and Feature Impact (FI) to provide
relevant data features for predictions and their relationships. We instantiate DP2
and DP4 by presenting the EM of Prototypes for providing experts with similar
cases to the fraud under analysis, and we provide Anchors for presenting rules
governing predictions. The explanation methods described explain the predic-
tions of a Random Forest model trained on a bank partner’s dataset with 3269
suspicious cases out of 7653 transactions over three months. The transactions
belong to ten customers of the institution. The set of features adopted for train-
ing and testing are: amount, device, anonymous receiver ID, receiver location,
sender location, and currency. For each customer, the institution has provided
75% of past transactions for training and 25% for testing. Python programming
language version 3.8 is adopted for this implementation and the scikit-learn6
library for training and testing ML models. Python libraries for LIME [48], An-
chors [49] and SHAP [34] are adopted for the implementation of LFI, GFI, FI
and Anchor rules. Regarding the EM of Prototypes, we follow the guidelines of
[38, 60] and train a KNearestNeighbor [44] classifier based on the SHAP values
of the training instances. The complete implementation and dataset used for our
simulation results are available externally7.
An expert would use the described mockup and explanations following our
principles. Therefore, this simulation focuses on automatically evaluating the
goodness of those explanations to estimate the user confidence in them. The
methodology is aligned with the functionally-grounded evaluation established
by [17], where an author defines proxy tasks for assessing how good an ex-
planation is in achieving its goal without human participation. Given that our
interface has multiple EMs, their goodness is computed according to the expla-
nation types. For Local Feature Importance, Anchors, GFI, and FI, we compute
their fidelity to the AI model being explained [40, 43, 46]. For that, we retrieve
the features highlighted in those explanations and change their values in data
instances until the prediction for those instances changes. We report the average
prediction switching point (ASP). Lower values for switching prediction point
indicate that the EM presents the features that contributed most towards the
predicted class, which would foster user confidence in the explanation [40]. We
compare this result with a random deletion of features. Ideally, the average pre-
diction switching point should be lower than a random deletion switching point
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Concerning the EM of Anchors, we compute the percentage of instances that
change their predicted class when following the Anchor rules to change feature
values. That should be above 0.5 to ensure the quality of those explanations.
For Prototypes, we compute the number of neighbors which match the correct
label prediction for the current transaction under analysis. Therefore, we obtain
the explanations for predictions belonging to the last suspicious transactions in
the test set from five customers with suspicious fraud cases. Those customers
are selected because the AI confidence was diverse, with levels ranging from
66% to 98%. We report the Anchor percentage of instances and percentage of
Prototypes to illustrate the refereed explanations’ goodness following our design
principles.
Fig. 2. Mockup with Explanation Methods Following Design Principles
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5.2 Evaluation Results
5.3 Information Quality of Design Principles with Syntactic and
Semantic Criteria
Table 3 presents the questions and qualitative feedback from experts during
our evaluation and the average rating selected by them regarding the informa-
tion quality criteria assessed. Concerning the syntactic quality, our interviewed
experts report that the terminology to describe design principles is extremely
likely to be aligned with their internal practices (adequacy). However, they would
like to have included examples of cases and fraudulent customer journeys. We
suggested the addition of scenarios, such as developed in [11], and the experts
agree those are good examples of additions to the DP for fulfilling that need.
They also agree that the DP give a sense of better structuring practices and
can serve as documentation to rely on for using explanation methods. Further-
more, experts consider the tasks, requirements, design features, and principles
to bring the primary information they need, which enable them to quickly grasp
the content and discuss with co-workers and interdisciplinary teams (accessibil-
ity). Therefore, experts feel confident in following the principles for setting up
EM, discussing them with co-workers, and feedback that no contradictions were
observed when reading the principles descriptions (consistency).
Concerning the DP’s semantic quality, we ask experts regarding DP’s unam-
biguity, preciseness, understandability, and interpretability. Experts agree our
principles are extremely likely to be not ambiguous, as they can visualize the
differences and how each principle guides the implementation of explanations
for AI fraud predictions (unambiguity). They consider the terminology quite
precise compared to their internal reviewing process of fraud cases and their
connection to design features of EM (preciseness). Regarding understandability,
experts highlight the structure of their tasks for analyzing fraud cases is clear
and that the alignment of requirements to design features is comprehensible.
Therefore, they would be able to tackle why to use or follow particular tasks
and use specific EM to deal with the analysis of fraud cases. Therefore, the ex-
perts agree they are extremely likely to reflect on their needs when reading the
DP for fraud detection, what they can do to support their work, and how to
use them (understandability). They appreciate the levels of detail which match
their practices, and they agree it is understandable that they would analyze AI
predictions with different perspectives through a combination of explanations.
Regarding semantic interpretability specifically, experts acknowledge the DP
make it extremely likely to interpret their guidance through the established
user, aim, mechanism, and rationale in each principle description (interpretabil-
ity). Experts conclude the DP structure and layout help understand the DP as
it depicts each principle’s main goals and what they can do to support their
work. Experts are stimulated to give examples of such understanding. They
give an example that DP could also help set up separate defense lines for fraud
teams, where one team deals with the preliminary filtering of suspicious trans-
actions through the first EM, and more complex cases or new schemes of fraud
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go through further analysis. For instance, one expert mentions he could filter
out cases based on Local Feature Importance, and discuss more critical cases
using further methods provided by our principles. They stress this aspect would
also reduce the workload to fraud teams. Finally, experts agree the principles
are extremely likely to be accurate regarding their tasks and requirements for
fraud detection and how AI predictions can be explained based on their context
and dataset that is daily analyzed (accuracy).
Overall, experts regarded the design principles as quite likely to be supportive
in their context, as it can be observed by the average score of 2.33 in Table 3, as
well as qualitative data and feedback provided by experts. The results highlight
our DP’s information quality, which would enable fraud experts to reflect on
their fraud detection practices and how to employ XAIDSS.
5.4 Quality of Design Principles Instantiation through a Simulation
Regarding the simulation results, Table 4 shows the average prediction switching
point for the explanations of LFI, GFI, and FI given different AI confidence
levels. The explanations are provided with 50 random seeds. For these methods,
the lower the ASP reported, the better the estimated user confidence. Columns
3 to 8 show the ASP for the referred methods. Those are compared to a random
deletion of features. The numbers highlighted in bold mean that deleting features
by importance reported by EM requires lesser deletions than a random selection,
which ensures the quality of explanations. Next, Table 5 shows the percentage of
cases with prediction changed following Anchor rules and the cases reported by
Prototypes explanations belonging to the correct suspicious case classification.
For these methods, the higher the reported value, the better the estimated user
confidence. Column 3 shows the results for Anchor rules, which should be at
least over 0.5 to be considered good in our scenario. Finally, column 4 shows the
simulation results for Prototypes.
6 Discussion and Implications
6.1 Practical Implications of Design Principles
DP1 Each principle would have practical implications when instantiated by re-
searchers and fraud experts. DP 1 states it is essential to enable fraud experts
with the capabilities and limitations of AI. Probabilities provide an explicit visu-
alization of AI models’ confidence for predictions based on a trained dataset [47,
32]. Moreover, the method of Adversarial explanations enables experts to assess
the cases that would affect legitimate predictions. Adversarial transactions are
generated in order to deceive the AI, which enables experts to spot weaknesses
of the trained models. Adversarial explanations might also be useful for fraud
prevention purposes, where simulated fraud schemes can be fed to the AI, which
has to determine their legitimacy [66]. Without the instantiation of such a prin-
ciple, experts might become overconfident in AI predictions and explanations.
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Overconfidence is not ideal as users might be misled by blindly believing the AI
is correct in every prediction, which can cause damage to AI stakeholders and
end-users [12].
DP2 The instantiation of DP 2 provides experts with similarities and dissimi-
larities to a current case under analysis. According to experts during our evalu-
ation, it is essential to analyze customer behaviour from a dynamic perspective,
as it changes over time. Such principle supports the analysis of typical patterns
within a dataset [21], as experts need to get insights on typical behaviour of
legitimate users. Notably, the EM of Prototypes and Criticisms would play a
role in the instantiation of DP 2 [27]. Without this principle, experts would rely
only on important features and lack the analogy perspective for understanding
predictions, which is inherently part of how humans aim to digest explanations
[37].
DP3 DP 3 instantiation enables experts to look closely into what data features
the AI is considering as the most important when learning legitimate and fraud-
ulent patterns from the whole dataset of customer transactions. EM methods
fulfilling this DP are among the most used in extant Explainable AI studies, as
the understanding of important features enables not only explanations for the AI
behaviour but also to clarify if the model is working correctly, which is valuable
for AI engineers aiming to optimize their models [29]. In the scenario of fraud
detection, the analysis of important features is among the first tasks performed
by experts when reviewing cases [11]. Therefore, without DP 3, experts would
lack explanations for understanding whether the AI is focusing on the correct
parameters, according to their domain knowledge in fraud cases. The wide adop-
tion of such a principle is reflected by 66% of studies retrieved in our systematic
literature review to establish EM design features, which adopt Global Feature
Importance as part of explanations.
DP4 Fraud experts are constantly under pressure for protecting customers and
being efficient in reviewing fraud cases. DP 4 instantiation enables a friendly
and quick overview of fraud cases, as it advocates for the provision of rules and
human-friendly explanations. With rules, experts have an overview of multiple
data features and values at once. Indeed, experts have highlighted the need to
observe illustrations of the effects of multiple features in AI predictions. When
discussing DP 4, experts emphasize they get the sense that its instantiation
helps them in deciding faster what an AI prediction means, and if it is right,
or if the AI is ”thinking wrongly”. Without DP 4, experts would not rely on a
language-friendly explanation to digest AI predictions, which might affect their
performance when working with colleagues and communicating to customers the
reasons for suspicious fraud [50].
DP5 Transaction fraud and customer datasets have a temporal nature, and
experts need to analyze the local impact of data features on single transactions,
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as well as the influence of past behaviour on current transactions. DP 5 instan-
tiation enables experts to observe the local feature impact and the relationships
between features in the dataset. Furthermore, the relationship between multi-
ple instances, as transactions or customers, is also embedded into this principle.
This principle attends fraud expert tasks when analyzing complex fraud cases
involving multiple actors and comparing past patterns, which is constantly per-
formed during their analyses whether through Feature Impact EM or network
and graph visualizations of multiple customer transactions over time [16, 9, 26].
Without DP 5, experts would lack such features for understanding AI with tem-
poral and multiple feature and instances perspectives. Therefore, we perceive
our design principles are aligned with the user-centric XAI community and can
be useful for instantiating XAIDSS to conducting empirical studies and assess
the impact of explanations on fraud experts’ work and confidence in AI.
6.2 Simulation Findings
From a quantitative perspective, our simulation results illustrate the quality
of DP’s instantiations for fraud experts. For the EM of LFI and GFI, the
ASP is lower for features deleted based on explanations in 6 out of 8 customer
cases, respectively. When changing features based on Anchor rules, the predic-
tion changes for more than 50% of transactions for 5 out of 8 customer cases.
Regarding the EM of Prototypes, the method returns at least 93% of similar
transactions to a suspicious case that belongs to the same class. Therefore, the
reported results obtained based on the ASP computation highlight the data
features deemed as important by the AI model implemented, impacting predic-
tions if compared to random features, which is required by expert tasks when
analyzing suspicious transactions. Finally, experts compare and contrast fraud
cases when analyzing suspicious transactions, and the results are satisfactory to
attend those needs as illustrated by Anchor and Prototype reported simulation
results.
7 Conclusions
Experts recognize the value of Artificial Intelligence decision support for fraud
analysis and detection, despite the lack of transparency of black-box models and,
consequently, trust in AI predictions. We develop design principles to align expert
requirements and explanation methods for decision support and understanding
AI predictions. We adopt an Information Systems perspective and a design sci-
ence research methodology in the study. Based on the results, we argue that
IS theoretical lens is valuable towards user-centric Explainable AI development
and worth further investigation. The principles may contribute to user-centric
XAI design knowledge and Explainable AI decision support in fraud detection,
given their foundation based on industry practices and literature. The devel-
oped design principles could impact fraud experts’ working processes and guide
designing fraud operations based on the information provided by explanation
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methods through workload splitting. The principles could also be considered by
companies developing fraud detection solutions taking into account explainabil-
ity requirements for the users of such tools.
As limitations, experts highlighted the interest in a prototype with interac-
tivity. However, no interface was deployed at this time, which will be addressed
at another iteration of the project. Therefore, as future work, we will conduct an
ex-post naturalistic evaluation of the design principles and expand the dataset
for experiments with a large bank partner. We can evaluate our artifact’s in-
stantiation by assessing an expert’s efficiency when using explanation methods
instantiated by our design principles. Researchers could also assess the design
principles in different fraud detection contexts, including phishing cases. It can be
further considered implementing a process perspective for collaboration between
experts and explanations for trustworthy and explainable AI decision support,
enhancing the efficiency of teams splitting their workload.
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Table 3. Information quality evaluation results for design principles (Expert rating
goes from a -3 to 3 scale, where -3 and 3 represent extremely unlikely and likely,
respectively. The letter E stands for Expert)
Theme Questions and Qualitative Feedback (A for Answer)
Quantitative Average
Expert Rating




1) Do you consider the design principles have an adequate representation in
accordance with existing instructional material you have seen and used in your
organization to understand software tools? (Adequacy)
A1: DP terminology is aligned with internal practices. The principles could
be accompanied by scenarios to illustrate the fraud detection context they are
applicable.
3 2 2 2.33
2) Do you consider that the design principles have a good accessibility
to yourself and for your discussion with colleagues regarding your needs for
fraud detection, and how Explainable AI and methods can support you?
(Accessibility)
A1: DP can structure their practices and primary information for interdisciplinary
discussions with colleagues that do not have deep knowledge of AI. There is no
need for lengthy material given the principles
A2: DP can serve as documentation to rely on for using EM to analyze and
understand fraud cases
3 3 1 2.33
3) Do you consider that the descriptions for design principles are consistent
and do not bring contradictions? (Consistency)
A1: No contradictions were observed when reading the DP descriptions. Each
DP description is unique to understand their guidance and capabilities when
instantiated
A2: DP bring confidence for interdisciplinary discussion with colleagues from
various departments, including technical and management levels




4) Do you consider the design principles description is not ambiguous and
that there are no principles that could be viewed as the same? (Unambiguity)
A1: DP description and template enable the visualization of the differences
and how each principle guides the implementation of explanations for AI
fraud predictions
3 3 1 2.33
5) Do you consider the terminology in the design principles is precise to
describe your needs for fraud detection tasks and analysis? (Preciseness)
A1: DP terminology is precise compared to their internal discussion themes
and analysis tasks for fraud cases, as well as design features of EM
3 2 2 2.33
6) Can you interpret what the design principles can do to support your
work based on their description for understanding fraud cases classified
by Artificial Intelligence? (Understandability)
A1: The flow from tasks to requirements and design principles is
comprehensible and reasonable
A2: Experts can understand why to use or follow particular tasks and
using specific EM, as well as what EM can do to support their work and
how to use them
A3: DP highlight the different perspectives through a combination of
explanations that can be leveraged to understand AI and review fraud cases
3 1 2 2
7) Do you consider it is easy to understand the description of design principles
related to your current work? (Interpretability)
A1: Experts can understand the DP as it depicts each principle’s main goals,
what is behind them, and what they can do to support their work
A2: DP can be considered for guiding organizational changes, such as for
setting up separate defense lines for fraud teams
3 3 2 2.66
8) Do you consider the description of design principles is accurate and free
of error when you relate it to your current work and tools for fraud detection?
(Accuracy)
A1: DP description is accurate to reflect experts tasks and requirements for
fraud detection, and how AI predictions can be explained
A2: DP give the confidence to refer to internal practices and select appropriate
tools for fraud detection while interacting with AI predictions
3 2 2 2.33
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Table 4. Estimated user confidence based on average prediction switching point for
instantiated explanation methods of Local Feature Importance (LFI), Global Feature









The lower the value, the better the estimated user confidence
















0.98 SEND 1 - 846 1 1 1 1 0.63 1
0.95 SEND 2 - 115 0.2 0.8 0.94 0.95 0.61 0.95
0.89 SEND 4 - 37 0.2 0.56 0.17 0.22 0.24 0.18
0.82 SEND 1 - 845 1 0.88 1 1 0.45 1
0.79 SEND 3 - 89 0.22 0.56 0.1 0.12 0.28 0.1
0.75 SEND 4 - 36 0.17 0.42 0.24 0.28 0.16 0.27
0.69 SEND 10 - 22 0.24 0.49 0.17 0.26 0.23 0.24
0.66 SEND 4 - 35 0.11 0.36 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.15










The higher the value, the better the estimated user confidence
Average Percentage
of Instances Affected by Anchors Rules
Average Percentage of
Prototypes with the Same
Label as the Transaction being Analyzed
0.98 SEND 1 - 846 0 1
0.95 SEND 2 - 115 0.06 1
0.89 SEND 4 - 37 0.78 1
0.82 SEND 1 - 845 0 1
0.79 SEND 3 - 89 0.98 1
0.75 SEND 4 - 36 0.6 1
0.69 SEND 10 - 22 0.64 0.93
0.66 SEND 4 - 35 0.86 1
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